










 













 

 

 

 















Find out at   .COM.AU 



 







With X-Bar’s integrated rated recovery points you will 

be able to safely recover your vehicle and get on your 

way. 8000kg  Centre recovery hook - 4000kg                    

side recovery hook (single) 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 
 



























 

About Firestryker 

 





Features:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TX6160XO         
5 Watt IP67          

UHF CB Blaze 
Orange  

TX6160XMCG        
5 Watt IP67          

UHF CB PINK 

TX6160TP 5 Watt 
IP67 UHF CB 

Handheld Radio 
- Twin Pack 

XRS-370CThe XRS-370C is a compact hideaway UHF 
CB. With a diecast metal chassis, in-built speaker and 
magnetic microphone mount the XRS-370C is the ideal 
radio for noisy cabins and reliable performance in tough 
conditions.  

XRS-330CThe XRS-330C is a super compact hideaway 
UHF CB. The XRS-330C features a robust chassis with ABS    
construction and a drop-in style microphone mount. Due to 
its extremely small size the XRS-330C is the ideal option for 
modern 4WD vehicles with limited space to mount a radio  



Hema HX-1 Navigator: On & Off-road GPS 

GPS Navigation System. 

Find Campsites & Caravan Parks Fast 
 6000+ free and low-cost campsites & caravan 

parks by Camps Australia Wide & Caravan 

Parks Australia Wide 

 View over 2300+ site photos 

 Detailed site information, i.e. Pets allowed 

 Locate sites around you, search by name or     

location 

Preloaded with Hema's Premium 
4WD Maps 
 Australia-wide Hema Explorer Map                    

(1:18M - 1:150,000)  

 Digitised Hema touring maps: Cape York, Fraser      

Island, The Kimberley, High Country Victoria, Great 

Desert Tracks & Hema 1:1 million Road Atlas 

 Easily download higher detail Hema Explorer Map 

plus additional map sources 

 FREE 4WD map updates for the lifetime of your     

Reliable Street GPS Navigation 
 Precise turn-by-turn GPS navigation 

 Voice guidance 

 Visual lane guidance 

 Alerts for speed cameras, school zones & red 

light cameras 

 3D landmarks and buildings 



About ARB Hobart 
Situated in the central Hobart suburb of Moonah, ARB Hobart is the 

only ARB flagship store in Tasmania. Previously trading as King 

Trailer Industries, it has been associated with ARB since 1978 and 

became ARB Hobart in 2008. The new dedicated ARB store was 

opened in 2013 and was proudly named ARB Store of the Year in 

2014. 

When visiting, you will get the full ARB experience with a wide 

range of products and fully equipped demonstration vehicles on   

display. ARB Hobart staff are just as passionate to sell you the right 

gear for your needs as they are putting all the ARB equipment to the 

test themselves by 4WDing or camping around the beautiful island 

state in their free time. 

 

To discuss your next vehicle fit-out for work, 4WDing or holiday 

vehicle trip preparations, meet with any of the professional and 

friendly staff who have years of sales and fitting experience. 

Because at ARB Hobart We Get It ! 


